
P L E A S E  R E V E I W  B E F O R E  P R O C E E D I N G

Teacher supply lists are generic - they
include items that we either provide or
are not permitted. Please do not bring

individual irons, craft irons or any other
type of iron to class. Please review the

class info page on www.road2ca.com for
more information.



If you have any questions please feel free to contact me via email:
lisab@primitivegatherings.us

My best, Lisa

PUNCH NEEDLE
EMBROIDERY WORKSHOP

SUPPLY LIST

Black Star Flower Farm
Punch Needle

Kit $75
includes threads & weavers cloth

OPTIONAL - Painted mounting board
 $40 order ahead or it is on Primitive Gatherings website 
PUNCH NEEDLE TOOL - I strongly suggest the 3- needle Ultra Punch
BLACK FINE SHARPIE MARKER
SMALL SCISSORS
PORTABLE LIGHT



PUNCH NEEDLE

Unleash your creativity and explore the beautiful world of Punch Needle 
Embroidery in this Introduction to Punch Needle class. This hands-on course 
is designed for all levels of enthusiasts looking to learn the art of creating 
stunning textured designs with vibrant threads.

PUNCH NEEDLE FUNDAMENTALS: Dive into the basics of punch needle 
embroidery, including tool selection, different types of fabric, and thread 
choices.

TECHNIQUE MASTERY: Get hands-on experience with the punch needle tool, 
learning how to create varying textures, patterns, and designs.

PATTERN CREATION: Discover how to transfer, adapt, or create your own 
designs. We’ll cover essential techniques to ensure your projects turn out as 
planned.

COLOR THEORY: Explore the world of color theory and learn how to choose the 
perfect color palette for your punch needle projects.

FINISHING TOUCHES: Understand the art of securing your finished piece, 
trimming excess threads, and preparing it for framing or display.

TROUBLESHOOTING: Learn how to identify and fix common punch needle 
errors, ensuring your projects look polished and professional.

WHAT TO EXPECT:
HANDS-ON PRACTICE: You’ll practice the punch needle technique throughout 
the workshop.

PERSONALIZED FEEDBACK: Receive feedback and guidance from me your 
instructor, helping you refine your skills and troubleshoot any challenges.

SUPPLIES: A list of all necessary materials and tools will be available 2 months 
before our workshop.

MATERIALS: A list of required materials will be provided upon registration.

If you have any questions about our workshop please do not hesitate to contact 
me at my email lisab@primitivegatherings.us
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